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“Every Energy Company and Every Energy Architecture in this world can be 
improved upon in order to raise the availability, affordability and 

sustainability of energy to all”. 
Adriaan Kamp, 2015 

 

We have the unique opportunity to make available and build a  neutral, 

and independent dream-team with “elite staff and personnel” from 

industry, academia and around the globe1- and which can “guide, 

support and help” the major project developments and investments 

(smart cities, O&G/energy architecture, utilities, infrastructure) in XXX . 

As such-we have the opportunity to serve countries XXX growth and 
future and helping the International Community with the goals for the 

post-2015 SDG. 

 
Our practice – will: 

 
 PROVIDE A SAFE ENVIRONMENT FOR BUSINESS LEADERS FROM XXX AND 

INTERNATIONAL ENERGY COMMUNITY TO DISCUSS, COLLABORATE , CO-
CREATE BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION 

 
 RAISE CAPABILITIES AND CAPACITIES FOR BUIDLING AND TRANSFORMING 

BUSINESSES READY FOR THE 21ST CENTURY: HANDS-ON SUPPORTING THE 
BETTER INTEGRATION OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT INTO THE 

MAINSTREAM ENERGY BUSINESS AND ARCHITECTURES AND COMPANIES. 
 

 AID EXECUTIVES A NEW BALANCING ACT- AND TO RAISE A SHARED 
VISION, AWARENESS AND STEWARDSHIP OVER THE POSSIBILITIES IN 

ENERGY ARCHITECTURES 
 

 
 ASSIST IN THE CREATION, EVALUATION, OVERSIGHT OR MEDIATION OF 

MULTI-LATERAL WORKING PROGRAMS- CROSSING BORDERS, CROSSING 
SECTORS, AND CROSSING XXX’S WORKING INTERESTS: OUR SO-CALLED 

PERFORMANCE PLATFORMS. 
 

 PRODUCE AND ASSIST IN THE CREATION OF “ENERGY INVESTMENTS” 
BETWEEN BUSINESS, SOCIETY, ACADEMICS AND POLICY MAKERS- 

BENEFITTING AND SUPPORTING THE UN SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT 
GOALS AND AGENDA. 
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This Information Memorandum (“Memorandum”) has been prepared on a confidential basis solely for the 

benefit of a limited number of selected investors in order to discuss a potential subsequent offer from Energy 

For One World (EFOW), Norway, to finance in EFOW’s working capital and/or to put available (subordinated) 

loans of any nature.  

 
This Memorandum is intended to provide prospective investors with information necessary for an informed 
investment decision. However, nothing contained herein is intended as legal, accounting or investment 
advice, and it should not be taken as such.  
 
A prospective investor should consult his own legal counsel and/or financial advisor with respect to his 
investment in EFOW. 
 
This Memorandum contains summaries, believed by the Company to be accurate, of certain agreements and 
other documents, but all such summaries are qualified in their entirety by reference to such agreements and 
other documents. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to the accuracy or 
completeness of the information contained in this Memorandum, and nothing contained herein is, or should 
be relied upon as, a promise or representation, whether as to the past or the future. Copies of other 
pertinent documents will be made available to qualified prospective investors upon request. 
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Statements in this Memorandum are made as of the date hereof unless stated otherwise, and neither the 
delivery of this Memorandum at any time shall under any circumstances create an implication that the 
information contained herein is correct as of any time subsequent to its date. 
This Memorandum contains forward-looking statements, and EFOW may make additional written or verbal 
forward-looking statements from time to time. Such forward looking statements may include projections of 
revenues, income or loss, capital expenditures, business relationships, financings, proposed financings or 
investments by third parties, product development, plans for future operations, plans relating to products of 
EFOW, as well as assumptions relating to the foregoing. The words “believe,” “expect,” “intend,” 
“anticipate,” “estimate,” “project,” and similar expressions identify forward looking statements, which speak 
only as of the date the statement was made. Forward-looking statements are inherently subject to risks and 
uncertainties, some of which cannot be predicted or quantified. Future events and actual results could differ 
materially from those set forth in, contemplated by, or underlying the forward-looking statements. 
 
This Memorandum is neither an offer to sell nor a solicitation or an offer to buy, nor shall any securities be 
offered or sold, to any person in any jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation, purchase or sale would be 
unlawful prior to registration or qualification under the securities laws of such jurisdiction. 
 
In this Memorandum EFOW describes certain parts of its business and certain of its business offerings with 
the objective to enter into negotiations with prospective investors for participation in EFOW’s capital. EFOW 
has made best efforts to describe concepts in this document as accurately and comprehensively as possible. 
Business requirements are described in the English language, where the original operative language of EFOW 
is Norwegian. Translation of expressions from the Norwegian language to English may have resulted into 
certain inaccuracies or incomplete information. EFOW waives responsibility for any such potential flaws in 
the document in this respect. This document nor any information contained herein is (deemed to be) a 
binding offer on behalf of EFOW, its members or associates or any parties interested in the business of 
EFOW. Neither this document nor any of the expressions (whether verbally or in writing) on behalf of EFOW 
constitute a contractual relation (or any comparable relation, no matter which laws apply) with the 
addressee of this document or any of its representatives, associates or partnerships. 
 
© EFOW(2015). All the information in this document is of a strictly confidential nature and proprietary to 
EFOW. Nothing in this document may be reproduced, published or distributed outside the organization of 
the addressee and the information contained herein is to be used solely for the consideration of investing in 
EFOW. Any breach of these obligations may cause damage to EFOW and EFOW reserves its rights in all 
respects.  
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Energy For One World  

Year 2015 is a Pivot Year in Energy Land. First of all, and at the end of 2015, we will experience the 
results of years' of climate change negotiations in Paris.  

Secondly, and in September of 2015, the UN is to agree and embark on a ground-breaking program 
of capacity and capability building in the realms of Sustainable Development.  

In both programs- Energy and the Energy Sector are crucial and vital element for it's success. 
Stewardship over the Energy Architecture[1] in a global-, local- and corporate setting is a new and 
urgent business leadership role to learn. 

Our practice focus is simply helping our customers to integrate the UN sustainable development 
agenda into the energy and energy architecture developments. 
 
As no other- we understand that every Nation and every company has his own history, culture and 
natural needs for progression. 
 
Stewardship over the energy architecture is hence a new balancing act between Economy, Society, 
Sustainability and our International relationships. 
 
Helping our customers to do this- we combine and unlock some of the best academic,  business 
leadership and industry capabilities around, and make this available to you in consultancy, business-
matchmaking, education and finance. 
 
We are proud to announce Three Practice Services specifically focused on better integrating the UN 
Sustainable Development goals into the Mainstream Energy Sector: 

 
Executive Energy Education and Outreach 
Coaching and Advise 
Performance Platforms 
  

http://www.energyforoneworld.com/?page_id=1103
http://www.energyforoneworld.com/?page_id=730
http://www.energyforoneworld.com/?page_id=1387
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1. Introduction 

In our dialogues with  our partner and relations  , we are encouraged to propose and kick-start a “ 

performance platform”
2
 for (energy/smart city/ infrastructure) business-, projects-, education-, R&D- and 

innovation- exchange between XXX and ourselves – and by so doing- helping XXX to succeed in its rapid 
(sustainable) development agenda. 
 
Over the reporting period, we have extended our active conversation with senior representatives of 
business-, government- and within the energy sector in UN,  Norway and NW-EU/ USA Hemisphere Energy 
Sector : exploring our  opportunities and agenda for building this platform and enable better support and 
collaboration(s) on XXX Growth Visions. 
 

The proposed format in this investment proposal and based on the Practice
3
 elected as the most interesting 

and promising proposition- as it encompasses all. 
 
In this investment invitation memorandum- we provide you with our proposal for the positioning, 
organisation and realization of such an initiative. 
 
We invite you to partner and invest in this step-up program within and between the parties and which is to 
serve XXXX needs, its energy professionals and the sector. 
 
This proposal and approach re-enforces “a new tone of voice” and a fresh working approach:  strengthening 
the commitment between the parties and which can propel and create new (business) value and values 
beyond our imaginations. 

  

 
 

                                                      
2
 This Plan- Part of EFOW  

3
 Dream-team, centre-of-excellence 

The Opportunity open to us is to make and blend best-in-class innovation and game-
changer architectural blueprints for cities, O&G, energy and infrastructure- from leading 

business parties in the West and XXX. 
 

To develop those new innovative business blue-prints in XXX- and to export those 
“projects and realizations” back into the global markets. 

 
As such-we have the opportunity to create the new blueprints for the World 

 
 

Our proposed centre of excellence in Oslo, Norway- and staffed by a dream-team of 
elite experts can help to realize this Vision 

 

The Opportunity open to us is to make and blend best-in-class innovation and game-
changer architectural blueprints for cities, O&G, energy and infrastructure- from leading 

business parties in the West and XXX. 
 

To develop those new innovative business blue-prints in XXX- and to export those 
“projects and realizations” back into the global markets. 

 
As such-we have the opportunity to create the new blueprints for the World 

 
 

Our proposed centre of excellence in Oslo, Norway- and staffed by a dream-team of 
elite experts can help to realize this Vision 
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2. References and Background 4 

 
1. Energy For One World

5
 is a spin-off program from an (earlier) energy think-tank and directed towards 

the realization of systematic improvements in the local and global energy architecture and outlook. 
 

2. The origins of EFOW are in the professional background experience of the Founder Adriaan Kamp 
(International Royal/Dutch Shell), The formation of the practice through the authoring of a book and 
blog, and the subsequent invitation to direct and program new styled Energy & Energy transition 
leadership courses to Energy Professionals - at Nyenrode Business University, in the Netherlands 
(period 2012- 2015).   
 

3. Extensive background and working relations on Energy and Energy Transition- with leading senior 
officials,  industry partners and knowledge partners in the (full) Energy Sector Value Chain, including 
Oil, Gas, Utilities, Power Distribution, Renewables, Energy Efficiency, Design & Architecture of Homes, 
Cities and Cars –  in the World: (NW) Europe, Middle-East, USA, Oslo/Norway Energy community , NW 
Europe Energy Sector,  etc. 
 

4. A step-up in Energy For One World Practice and outlook has been achieved with the Position Paper 
Presented at the 2014 UN SDSN/MDP Conference in New York, attended by Jeffrey Sachs: The New 
Role for Business in the Sustainable Development Agenda. 

 
5. Following this conference- and thanks to some goodwill and relationships- EFOW has attracted some 

first line of partner agreement to build and develop so-called Performance Platforms.: better 
integrating sustainable development into mainstream energy and energy architecture developments. 
 

6. Scouting proposal from the Energy For One World practice on building a Consultancy- and 
Hands-on Investment Hub (Sustainable Development Performance Platform) for and on 
behalf of XXX (dream-team) 

7. Conversations with Relevant Norwegian/Dutch (EU-) Industry Partners Government 
Agencies (e.g. Innovation Norway, RVO.nl, Dutch Embassy’s, OECD). 

 

 

  

                                                      
4
 Based on Client Discussion and our earlier briefing notes 

5
 In the remainder EFOW 
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3. Plan XXX 

    
Our “Performance Plan for XXX” simply constitutes of three key components: 
 

1. Consultancy Hub 
2. Finance and Hands-on Investment Fund Hub 

     
Supplemented with a 

3. Foundation for Sustainable Development 
 

In the remainder of this chapter- we discuss the forms of these work-stream programs, and how we aim to 
go about them. 

3.1 Consultancy Hub  

3.1.1 Key functions 
3.1.1.1 Matchmaking: 

 Building the “coalitions of the willing”: Between business, governments and academia.  
 Building cross-border, cross sector- bridges.  
 Business match-making and services: Business-to-Business, Business-to-Government, 

Research-to-Business, Research-to-Government, etc.  

3.1.1.2 Coaching: 

 One-to-One, Senior Boardroom Advise  
 Coaching   
 Young Talent – Learning 
 Advise 

3.1.1.3 Dream-Team:  

 Dedicated and integrated team for specific customer support and deliveries (see in the 
remainder of this section)  

 Consulting and assisting there where relevant-  analyze, design, develop, change, implement 
or evaluate the systems, purposes, means, solutions and pathways “for stepping-up” 
realizations of sustainable energy and projects in XXX and between (international) business 
and (local) practices and needs 

 Hands-on (large-scale) Project management, Business Development or Program Governance 
(assist) 

 For and By Businesses, Governments and Academia.  

3.1.1.4 Education & Speaking Engagements: 

 Global Outreach: Global Change, Energy, Sustainability (Sustainable Development), 
Leadership, Leadership over change.  

 Sharing Knowledge, Assist in Capability Building , Empowering People & Organizations, 
sharing Inspiration. 
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3.1.2 Key focus:6 

 Smart Cities, 

 O&G/ Energy Architecture developments 

 Utilities and energy distribution 

 Infrastructure 

3.1.3 Services: 

 Helping to raise the energy architecture (and infrastructure decision making/ conversation) – 
on location. 

 Supporting companies and administrative/ societal partners - – who are interested and willing 
to learn from experiences abroad, and collaborate in order to advance own company or 
energy architecture. 

 Organize Integrated Expert Teams (from Academia, Industry, Government and Banking) and 
get them to help (on-demand) XXX - on Energy Architecture development. 

 Frame and develop the better energy projects and energy project investments. 

 Support to Sustainable Development- Link with the post-2015 Sustainable Development Goals, 
the UN SDSN organization, UN Energy For All,  Universities, NGO’s, Social Ventures- and our 
abilities to organize cross-border, cross-cultural / energy/ sustainable impact programs (with 
e.g. corporate & finance community) 

                                                      
6
 For a typical break-down of some of these projects & services- please see the Attachments 
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3.2 Finance and Hands-on Investment Fund Hub  

 
3.2.1 Investment community 

Partnering and association with (Foreign Direct Investment/ ODA ) Project Finance- Banking 

Community
7
 will give the practice further its full body and size. 

It’s not only a consulting practice, helping clients to become better – but it is also a practice that can 

bring money to the table: It can put money where its mouth is. 

Our carefully elected, and well-chosen expert teams (“dream-teams”) can be instrumental and helpful 
in the definition and discernment of clear bounded, and bankable (energy architecture) projects- on 
location, and can further be or become “the expert eyes, ears – hands and minds on location” – for 
and with the collaborative banks- in the process of application and closure.  
 
To that end- and as we presently see it- the formation of coalition of the willing from UN SDSN, 
Academy, Business and Banking is the “winning streak” that will make this early flywheel to spin. 

 
 

Core Competencies

Deal & Deal Flow

Core returns:

Financial Impact

Economic & Social 
Impact

Sustainability

Projects & Project

management
Energy &

Energy Architecture

Finance & 

Investments

Energy/ Business

& Development

Sustainability

And Sustainable 

Development

Society- and 

Economy

Global & Local 

Intelligence

Leadership

Investment community

Knowledge and business support

partners

Market

&

Customers

Business

&

Government

 
 
 
 

                                                      
7
 E.g. Rabo Bank Group, LGT Group – Liechtenstein, FMO, Norad, etc.  
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3.2.2 Beyond Demonstration (proof-of-concept) 

Connecting with UNSDSN Sustainable Development- , GreenClimateFund, International Finance and 
Corporate needs. 
 
We have created an on-demand (business/ government) expert consultancy service. 
 
Our service is simply focused on making energy architectures – better.  
 
In essence: our service works best there where our customers (government, utility firm, oil company, 
local community) aspires to learn from (overseas, global) experiences and wishes to make step-
changes in existing (energy architecture) performances or its future thereof. 
 
In order to organize our service- we have developed some exciting and inspiring “forms and formats” 
(value webs- both that can help to deliver on our promise- as well attracts (new) customers and 
partners wanting to join. Not only by the bench-strength of our supporting organizations 

8
 

 
The simple argument already is:  
 

 if my neighbor has a performance platform, I want one as well… 

 If that company is in a performance platform, I want to be in one as well… 
 
The role (of EFOW) is simply to further unfold this vision and organization, continue to develop 
program and program offerings and organize/ orchestrate the various dream-teams (coalitions of the 
willing) around, including the marketing of the services 
 
As such- it the proposed organizational form can be seen as a hybrid between consultancy, 
association and (business) match-making. 
 

                                                      
8
 E.g.  Energy Project Finance Banking Partners/ Strong and Forward Looking Utility Companies   
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One of the other strength of the proposal is that it prepares itself to position “right in the centre” of 
where the action will be: 
 
The international agreements to allocate budget and funds (also from donor countries, World Bank, 
AIIB, IMF) into a GreenClimate Fund and Sustainable Development.  

 

3.2.3 A New Magnet. 

 
This investment proposal is a positive progressive move forwards. It provides a new tone of voice, a 
new (international business development/sales) habit, a new mind-set

9
 and a fresh and productive 

approach in the various international (energy) relationships that matter.
10

 
 
For the Business and Partner Companies it can help to take “the sting out of the climate change 
dialogue”:  
 
We are simply organizing ourselves better (“performance platforms’) to do better and to create some 
new shared solutions on the ground, and in/ with XXX. 
 
By simply changing a couple of existing habits (from point-to-point towards our focus on energy 
architecture) – creating cross-border, cross-silo performance platforms- we make ample room for the 
new: 

 

                                                      
9
 See Appendix 

10
 The OECD countries would benefit from a better orchestrating on the type of projects and solutions 

our energy corporations “sell” at host countries at the world. 

http://unsdsn.org/resources/publications/financing/
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To create the better energy architecture and integrated investment opportunities –the world of 

energy in XXX  today needs or seeks. 

A message which will resonate in the international energy markets- and which can become a magnet  

in our relationship with the financial sector and global industry sector.  

The vision, sense of urgency and global energy (change) challenge as per the earlier shared brief
11

 is 

taken as it’s mission and sense of urgency- however and in this form -we are on our path to realize a 

new business growth engine and solutions for the collaborating business parties. 

Just think and imagine what the combination of OECD expertise with XXX can do: 

Our established oil and gas energy industry knowledge and corporations can bring-in and provide its’ 

knowledge and competence of building and operating “best-in-class” upstream and downstream oil & 

gas connected with that of the power generation and distribution operations. The safety, quality, 

sustainability and energy efficiencies that matters.  

The companies affiliated with energy and energy distribution are second to none with its abilities and 

competence to create the central and de-central energy (power/ renewables/ energy efficiency) 

solutions that matter: Power Grid,  Distribution, Renewables and smart consumer goods  innovation 

and integration (cars, homes, industries) within the power architectures. 

Together, and jointly- they cover the whole energy value chain, the totality of an Energy Architecture 

on location, allowing the better definitions of solutions that make more economic wealth from 

energy, or maximizes more sustained value from energy.  

Building simply better Energy Architectures – more sustainably.  
 
Add to this our knowledge base of framing the legal- public/private partnerships which helps XXX and 

the creation of wealth from energy and human efforts, and combine this with the global outreach and 

customer diplomacy of our practice- and we’re off for “a winning streak”. 

Add to that the “factor finance and investment fund”- and this proposed  “Performance Platform’ is 
exciting and can be beyond belief. 

 
  

                                                      
11

 Our earlier dialogue on subject matter/ Presentations and information created by the EFOW 
practice 
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3.3 Foundation for Sustainable Development: Energy & Sustainability 

Special Project 1: Sustainable Energy for All: the poor and deprived 
 
EFOW is member of the UN SDSN/ MDP/ ICSDP global network of Sustainable development 
organisations and practitioners. As such- our work and activities embraces the social inclusiveness, 
human rights and needs of the poor and deprived. 
Our plan is to establish a Foundation in and for XXX- and which is to support the above functions, as 
part of the wider goals and objectives of Plan .  

Our aim is to work through the hands, eyes and minds of dream-teams of XXXn millennials and/or 
entrepreneurs from XXX.  

The foundation focus is and shall be to unlock the human potential — both for themselves (the 
entrepreneurs)  as for the millions of people in XXX. Our foundation will be an organization unlike any 
other. Our aim is to improve people’s lives, transform communities and unlock potential. 

Our foundation will be able to organize projects by bringing partners together, including 
governments, businesses, labour unions, philanthropies

12
, other NGOs, and the people in XXX we're 

trying to help, and join them on the ground to solve problems faster, better, and at lower cost. We 
strive for innovative approaches to problem solving that are sustainable and yield strong results. With 
each of our initiatives, we try both to change lives today and offer a model for meaningful and 
replicable future action. The best way to do that usually starts with forming inclusive networks of all 
stakeholders. We incorporate data and metrics into the Foundation's work and encourage others to 
help scale-up or replicate our successful projects wherever they can touch more lives. 

The role ‘access to energy’ plays  in development, and particularly sustainable development, has only 
recently been fully recognised. The year 2015 will see the end of the Millennium Development Goals 
and the establishment of the Sustainable Development Goals, with a real focus on energy, it will also 
see the latest in climate change negotiations; impacting on energy policy and strategy going forwards. 
The earlier agreed UN Sustainable Energy for All programs

13
 has focused on energy access as a human 

right, and this will shape future decisions and actions.  
 
The purpose of the Foundation will be to be a sponsor and supporter of raising of awareness and 
capabilities, best-practice examples

14
 of providing sustainable energy to the poor and deprived. As 

such- we take note of articles such as Life without light in rural XXX: why solar lanterns can't compete 
with the grid

15
. 

 
The foundation will maintain and create the bridge and links with  international policy-makers, 
organisations

16
 and agreements shaping the sustainable development agenda with regards to energy.  

Our foundation will give voice to the opportunity the different actors can and do play including the 
UN, the private sector (national and international), governments, and the third sector, as well as how 
crucial and vital access to energy is to sustainable and equitable (fair and justice) development across 
XXX.  

 
With our Foundation and Fund-work (not in isolation, but in collaboration)  we will help to support 
the continuous  ‘voice for the poor’ , supporting the government administration and our shared hope 
to build the conditions and coalitions of the willing in the energy sector for systematic change, help, 
support and step-up – here and there.  

 In a recent review of the UN Sustainable Energy For All initiative- the following observations were 

                                                      
12

 UN Energy For All, Mary Robinson Foundation, UN Foundation, Norwegian ChurchAid, PeopleAid, etc. 
13

 Year 2012 
14

 E.g. SolarAid 
15

 Article in Guardian.  
16

 UN Energy For All, Mary Robinson Foundation, UN Foundation, Norwegian ChurchAid, PeopleAid, etc. 

http://www.theguardian.com/global-development-professionals-network/2015/jun/04/electricity-rural-india-solar-lanterns-the-grid-energy-access
http://www.theguardian.com/global-development-professionals-network/2015/jun/04/electricity-rural-india-solar-lanterns-the-grid-energy-access
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made: “We are heading in the right direction to end energy poverty,” “but we are still far from the 

finish line. We will need to work a lot harder especially to mobilize much larger investments in 
renewable energy and energy efficiency. Leveraging public finance to mobilize private capital is 
imperative in achieving these goals 

As we listen to these words of the World Bank, it is our view- that much impact and much  care can be 
given (within modest means) - if we are able to raise our human compassion and care. :  

As such, Our foundation will work from a holistic view on sustainable development ( it is not  only 
bringing  energy to the poor (or collecting money) , if you do not give them the ways and means to 
orchestrate their own healthy lives). 

Finally, and not unimportantly – we will make a special place and room (educational forms and 
formats) for the sustainable development practitioners and entrepreneurs, such that they can 
develop their soft-skills and the “human touch” in their organisations in order to succeed. 
 
The funds of the foundation (and its’ efforts) will come from a 5% retention on net income from our 
other operations, supplemented with fund raising from/by Philanthropists, Foreign Aid, Aid 
organisations, Corporate CSR functions, and the like.  
 
We see great synergies and opportunities to embed and nurture this foundation- in and between the 
parties and partners in XXX and OECD (/international) – and as part of the performance platform (Plan 
) . 

 

Special Project 2- Servant, Conscious and Compassionate Leadership  

 
We have elected a set of guiding principles for the development of our organization and goals: 
Servant, Conscious and Compassionate Leadership 
 
To develop a conscious civilization, we need conscious leaders. Consciousness can be divided in to 
stages and each stage is more complex.  Each stage of consciousness development transcends the 
previous stages, but includes its essentials, is like going from atoms to molecules, from molecules to 
cells, and from cells to organisms. In the words of Robert Kegan, a Harvard developmental 
psychologist: 
“What gradually happens is not just a linear accretion of more and more that one can look at or think 
about, but a qualitative shift in the very shape of the window or lens through which one looks at the 
world.” 
 
We also aim to practice Servant Leadership- a term originally coined by Robert Greenleaf. 
Servant leadership is a philosophy and a set of practices that enriches the lives of individuals, builds 
better organizations and ultimately creates a more just and caring world. 
Our practice is also very honoured and grateful to be a (global) partner of the Charter for 
Compassion.  
We believe a compassionate world is a peaceful world. We believe a compassionate world is possible 
when every man, woman and child treats others as they would wish to be treated – with dignity, 
equity and respect. We believe all human beings are born with the capacity for compassion, and it 
must be cultivated for human beings to survive and thrive. 
Read more 
If you would like to summarize the above all in one phrase- we may use the sentence coined by 
Dr.Priya Prabhakar from the Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights: 

http://charterforcompassion.org/node/7938
http://charterforcompassion.org/node/7938
http://charterforcompassion.org/node/8058
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Dedicated to every single soul, for their well-being, progress and peace 
 

 

Special Project 3: Human Rights and Legal Clinic  

 
A contribution to the Sustainable Development Goal 4.  
 
 

Goal 4: Achieve Gender Equality, Social Inclusion, and Human Rights for All 
Ensure gender equality, human rights, the rule of law, and universal access to public 
services. Reduce relative poverty and other inequalities that cause social exclusion. Prevent 
and eliminate violence and exploitation, especially for women and children. 
Target 4a. Monitor and end discrimination and inequalities in public service delivery, the 
rule of law, access to justice, and participation in political and economic life on the basis of 
gender, ethnicity, religion, disability, national origin, and social or other status. 
Target 4b. Reduce by half the proportion of households with incomes less than half of the 
national median income (relative poverty). 
Target 4c. Prevent and eliminate violence against individuals, especially women and 
children.* 

 
               Go to goals: http://unsdsn.org/resources/goals-and-targets/ 
 
 
This project aims to  
 
At all times reverence is to the UN Security Council resolution 1325 on women, peace, and security 
and is to further it. In this background, equal representation is given to both sexes in the sphere of 
work it conducts. Special quota is fixed for person with special needs and disabilities. Cooperation is 
extended from Scandinavia/ Europe and Americas to XXXX and vice versa in all areas.  

 

This special project aims to: 
1. Supports the UN Sustainable development- Goal Nr 4 (if not all) 
2. Assist in the positive progressive developments of the international legal relationships, and 

some recent concerns  with un- healthy developments in the application of law in complex 
family (cross-border) situations.  

3. Helps to improve the quality of human (legal) care and assist in the resolve of individual 
human distress  

4. Can be an example to other nationalities and countries: how to apply law and how to 
organize human rights aid.  Our proposed and eyeballed gamechanging approach could 
become the new (international) standard and norm. 
 
 

  

http://unsdsn.org/resources/goals-and-targets/#panel4
http://unsdsn.org/resources/goals-and-targets/
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4. Key Milestones and Objectives 

4.1 Milestones and Objectives  

Third Quarter 2015 
 Business Proposal and Business Plan Agreed 

 Plan and Commercial Roll-out defined 

 First Launching Customers being visited and identified  

 Dream-Team and coalition of the willing defined and installed. First kick-off Projects. 

 Website PR & Branding- XXX Performance Practice 

End of 2015 
 First products/ events successfully delivered  

 Roll-out: Performance Platform –the better way of doing business.  

 New series of products & services. Sales Funnel charged for 18-24 month period- New 
geographical markets or key new customers 

 Step-up in organisation 

Mid 2016 
 PR/Marcom campaign - international 

 Nation-wide roll-out of consulting organisation. 

 Revenue hits 5 million 

 Start of Sponsorship/ Partner share sales. 

Mid 2016 
 Revenue hits 10 million. 

Early  2017 
  Revenue hits 50 million. Measurable Impact 10-20 times over.  
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5. Business Model- Delivering Impact 

5.1 Primary source of income 

Our proposed business model is actually quite simple and elegant:  a consultancy platform (with 
management and fixed-term project fees) in combination with a hands-on investment/ finance 
practice.  
 
Matchmaking and brokerage services can be on a percentage basis. This is also true and valid for the 
prognosed Finance Hub, including project investment fund management. 

 
 

Geography

India and States

(29 States) 

Industry Segments

Energy Corporations – O & 

G, Utilities, Distribution

National Ministries./ Energy 

Institutes

Architecture and Building 

industries 

Cities- Transportation-

Industry

Universities

Target Audiences:

Energy Executives

Energy Business Leaders

Energy Professionals

Executive training Institutes

.

Banking and Project 

Investment community

Products & 

Services  

Distribution:

Markets/ target  

audiences:

Distributed Knowledge &  

content partners

Global Change

Sustainable Development

Sustainability/ Resilience

Strategy & Future Scenario’s

Energy  & Energy 

Architecture

Change & Innovation

Leadership / Organizational 

Change

Executive Education

Client Coaching / Consulting

Products,  Projects and 

Programs 

Fees, advertising, marketing

Fees, Marketing, Content

Advertising fees, Content
Founders Platform:

Enablers/ Launching Customers/ Market Makers/ Market Capture 

Advertising fees, Marketing

Fees for value-add services and m-commerce

ICT services

Business Model 

Oslo Program/ Business 

Office

Program Office & Scheduling

Business Development/ 

Network & partner relations

Delivery Management

Hands-on Finance Assist

Meeting & Events

e.g. UN SDSN/ Trinity-

Energy Days 

e.g. Performance 

Platforms-

Dream-Teams/

Opportunity Framing 

& Process

Fees from end-user

Fees from end-user

Energy Project

Investments    Energy  Project 

Investments & Fund

Confidence- Credibility- Trust- Attractiveness- Best Value   

One-to-One

 
 
 

Our Fees
17

 and hourly rates will be in compliance with our seniority, market and commercial 
conditions, and our proposal is to further exclude travel, accommodation and facility costs (on-
location) from these rates. 
 
As we are a lean and agile organisation – our management fees, overhead and office costs are 
competitive and attractive, leaving good money on the table for profit and growth.  
 
Our commitment is to leave (over) 30% of net income in the new company (Plan - Performance 
Platform) for its growth. Our plan is further to allocate sufficient time and resources for business 
development, sales and marketing and growth.     

                                                      
17

 Our first round scouting fees have been set at 1000 NOK/hr for the senior associates and 500 NOK/hr for 
junior associates. This is 50-75%-bonus reduction on the full price and value of our seniority and expertise. But 
as we are confident and upbeat about our mutual opportunity to build and realize this organisation- we are 
willing to make this offer (in these first rounds) on the table.  
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Our aim is to deliver impact and value exceeding our customer expectations. Everything we ‘ ‘do and 
touch’  is aimed to empower our customers and create the values for growth.  
 
We are confident in our (wide-and-deep) abilities to create the dream-teams who can deliver second-
to-none to XXXX market and customers, and as such see ourselves as first movers without any serious 
competition from established consultancy firms. 
 
Our working method is further to position ourselves attractive and to be a new magnet for customers, 
finance and support (e.g. UN Sustainable development, Project Investment Funds) , including new 
scaled-up project orders. In order to make an ‘easy-and-flying start’ – we will propose a fixed-fee for 
‘Round 1: Scouting Phase: Identify and Select’    

 

5.2 Secondary source of income 

 
The strength of our (proposed) performance platform is further that we can initiate an associate 
member scheme- whereby businesses, academies, institutes and government organisations can 
become member. A typical membership rate of 15,000 Euro per annum is seen as feasible and 
realistic.   

Main participation will allow for a partnership, and for a decision-making seat in one of the working 
groups or advisory boards of this practice. In addition, it can allow for staff members partake in the 
organization of this practice. 

Participation fees for 2015-2016 are set and determined on a mutual agreeable basis.  

 Benefits of participation are, among others:- 

 Seat at the table. Key shaper of practice 
 Participation in advisory board meetings 
 Allowance to employ staff members in the practice 
 PR and promotion opportunities ( by the participating party) 
 Options for Representation and/or Free admission(s) at events  
 Partner in programs, consulting and outreach (as desired) 
 Receipt of and sharing in all documents, intelligence and reports 
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6. Organization 

We
18

 are the founder(s) of this initiative. We will build-up this organization (practice) which can stand the test of 

times. Our goal is to create a sustainable and lasting “open practice”, which can be home for new business and 

people- with the same shared values and ideals: Making it work in XXX. ENERGY and the Sustainable 

development agenda the leading theme. 

 

Our early organisation will consist of: 

 Founder , Core-Team- and partners 

  CFO- fundraising and financial accounting/ control 

  New Delhi, Washington, Oslo Office Manager, Marcom, PR & PA 

 New Program Developer(s) 

 

Consultancy affiliation program: 10-12 positions, and sourced from the various regions and partnering 

companies this initiative. 

The Consultancy Hub will contract and support these affiliates for a contracted-period of time or on a project-to-

project basis. 

We are presently sourcing these first staff members (flexible contracts/ free-lancers) and are pleased with our 

siting as the right place to locate the business (Oslo &  The Netherlands). 

 
                                                      
18

  EFOW- Partners 
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Our abilities is further is to create a (virtual) platform and community of experts (consultants)- from across the 

globe and living in the various global wealth blocks- which are inspired to contribute to the goals of XXX and our 

working customers and this practice, and beyond its present status quo.  

 To attract and commit a  cadre of professionals- with a reputation of be-ing earnest and ethical 

professionals; 

 To practice authentic and positive leadership;  

 To be innovative; and able to combine traditional with new way(s) of thinking; 

 To be neutral from an industry-sector perspective, as well as from a geopolitical one; 

 To be experienced in the field of business development (strategy) and business execution of international oil 

& gas companies; as well as we have excellent access to the innovative clean-tech industry. 

 To have a differentiated team background, which includes understanding of numbers and reports and allow 

us to create simplicity where complexity is unnecessary. We can recognize world patterns and make 

correlations second to none. 

 To be well connected with international organizations and relevant Energy companies of the East as well of 

the West. We are used to connect at board/ministry levels. 

 

7. Governance Structure,  Team & Organization and 
Support Network 

 
Available Upon Request 
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Commercial Proposal-    

 

Available Upon Request 
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Appendix A: Generic Consultancy Scope  (typical) 

 Oil & Gas (e.g.ONGC) 
Support with/for Company Goals and Business Plans, Project management/ Business Dwevelopment - 
Capabilities and Capacities; International ventures and joint-venture management. Exploration and 
Productions Funnels. Innovation and Change Management. 
Reference: ex-Royal Dutch/Shell Group or worldwide relations 
 
State Utilities firms: 
Helping with : Professional Staff traininig (with ENECO), Organization capabilities and capacities. 
Modernization roadmaps. Sharing of knowledge, expertise or resources. Intervention. Strategy and Energy 
transition. Partnering, Modern customer service centre and solutions.  ICT integration. 
Reference: Eneco, EFOW-Nyenrode/EDI Energy transition curriculum and experience 
 
Smart Cities 
Sustainability in Architecture. Architecture design and lean& mean solutions. Smart (in-home) solutions. Local 
grids and energy at homes. Energy Efficiencies. City planning, infrastructure and transportation solutions. 
Waste management, Re-cycling. Water and sewage solutions.  ICT solutions. 
References:  Marta Eggertsen, Ratio- Future-Built Norway, BV Netherlands, Oslo City- C-40 
 
Renewables and Innovation 
Platform from co-creation. Blending best innovation/ practices/ companies within West with XXX. Conversion, 
translation and integration of new solutions in existing situations/ circumstances, Relationship/ Open 
innovation management, due diligence, match-maker,  
References: Eneco, Cleantech, Norway/Netherlands/NW Europe- Hub 
 
Sustainable Development 
Program Bridge between UN Sustainable development Goals, Government and Business Practices  : Identifying 
and bringing best impacts for change/ efforts. 
Helping, guiding , coaching to succeed. 
References: EFOW relationship with UN SDSN/ICSDP/MDP, EnergyForAll, May-East ICA 
 
General Energy Business Opportunities 

- Inward Investment and  (management over) International Business Relations 
- Scale-up and Build-up of SME enterprises (Energy & Sustainability)  in XXXX with the help of overseas 

businesses: franchises, technology transfers, capability building 
- Energy & Energy Architecture development (State and Nation Wide)- phase two program item 
- Audits and Support Functions 

 
Finance/ Hands-on Investment & Fund 
Assist in the creation of bankable projects, Attraction of Funds, Relationship with International banking 
Community and Sustainable Development Funds, Oversight. Second Opinions, Impact Investment, Fund 
Management. Reference: Core-team, Bankers and Network 
 
Research and Education: Reference Oslo BI- Attle Midtun, Nyenrode, Trinity College/ Columbia University- 
UN SDSN/ ICSDP/ MDP  
 
Leadership 
Leadership training. Leadership Coaching. Leadership 360 Degrees dialogues. Leadership audit and 
interventions 
References: EFOW coaching group, Organization Change: Nyenrode, Phyleon, Kotter 
  
Energy Poverty/ Sustainable development  
Community building programs, Ability to organize capabilities and capacities: replications to scale. Voice for 
the people need: building the bridges with corporate and philanthropy and actions on the ground: supporting 
XXXn millenials to kick-start social ventures. Foundation program 
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Generic 
Global Change, Energy & Sustainability. Energy Roadmaps and Strategies.  Policies and Investment 
Frameworks. Projects and Business (Model) Framing. Portfolio and Performance management. Risks and 
Opportunities management. Project and Business Development. Organizational Change and Re-newal.  
Leadership. 
 
 

 
 

 

The synergy, opportunities and possibility thinking in and between 

the various project activities- can be best summarized as: 

Individually Separate and Unique – Together Strong and Bonding  
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Appendix B: (Integrated) Energy Master Planning & Support: 
Road-mapping Energy & Energy Architecture. 

 

 

 

This is an example of one of our flagships products and services. 

Our organization is able and has gained the credentials to consult and facilitate Energy & Energy 

Master Planning (Energy Architecture & Transition). 

As such- we can offer to our clients a full-package service, whereby, and together with the client we 

review, analyse, build and.or improve the plan and roadmap for a step-up in energy master planning 

and program deliveries. 

A great way to boost the collective understanding and abilities to XXX (or region, cities) to deliver on 

energy programs and meet present and future supply/demand needs, making:  

Energy available, affordable and sustainable. Now and tomorrow. 
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Very much simplified – our approach take the following steps: 

1. Energy Scenario’s- Strategies and Plans. 

2. Studies and Analysis 

3. Opportunity Framing and EMP Roadmapping 

4. Round-table dialogues and program commitments- crossing-borders, crossing silo’s 

building the capabilities and capacities to deliver. Now and tomorrow. 

5. Program Deliveries and Oversight. 

Our approach is based on best-in-class practices and insights gained from work in Industry,  with Energy 

Transition Platform and Teams and in consultation with institutes and expertise.  

Our working style is to seek simplicity in complexity- and as such unlock the hidden treasures and working 

capacities in and between the working partners. – crossing borders, crossing silo’s- from business, 

government, academia and banking. 

Our recommendation is further to support this work with the build-up of a quantitative and qualitative 

modeling work 
19

 of the energy system, allowing the team and this process to found it’s findings. .  

Understanding the vast complexities and dimensions of XXX and the XXX energy market- our proposal  is to 

seek opportunity to initiate this form of work within ‘a small target group or a co-alition of the willing’ . Our 

believe is that if we succeed in getting this ‘ form  to work in XXX’ - magic will and can be done! 

Estimated CTR for these kind of programs: 0,5 mio Euro for a demonstration working program .  

 

  

                                                      
19

 We recommend the energytransition simulation model from the Netherlands, or the Times-model 
from the IEA. We have access and relationships with both the consultancy groups who can deliver 
this in a timely manner (month) for XXX or it’s regions. 
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Appendix C: SME-Market : Match-making, Support and Scale. 

A simple market opportunity observation is the following: 

In XXX the (energy) business market is fragmented. We have and can see a small group, of highly 

successful large and international active conglomerates and players- and we see and recognize an 

enormous volume of small entrepreneurs and enterprises. 

In the energy & sustainability market , XXX could benefit if we were able to support the rise of a new 

class of mid-sized, high quality and high-performing technology corporations – who can further grow 

to scale (nation-wide) – and who can support the modernization of energy *& sustainability around 

the homes, transportation, cities, infrastructure. 

As such- there is a vast market of opportunity to build some bridges between OECD mid-sized energy 

technology/ service companies with that of XXXX. 

To find the commercial and organizational ‘forms and formats’  by which these capabilities are being 

build and transferred (locally and nationally) and market value and impact are being delivered. 

Our business match-making service and consultancy support services are ideally placed to just do 

that. 
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Appendix D: Extract from Commercial Proposal with UN 
SDSN/ ICSDP/ MDP Education Master Classes. 

Tiered Pricing  
 
We believe that the benefits of our programs should be available to the relevant students and decision 
makers- all over the world- regardless of their financial situation, and that the learning environment is enriched 
by this diversity of participants. We also recognise that what is affordable for some can be a stretch for others 
with limited means.  
 
To welcome and accommodate all, we offer a tiered pricing structure.  
 
Our quoted prices are fully inclusive of participation in the workshop or event, but exclude travel, 
accommodation, tax and a small daily allowance for meals.  
.  
Tier 1 reflects the price for those who are well-positioned in life : e.g the Yvy League Universities, Corporate or 
Government settings ; it helps us to sustain our practice and it helps us to continue to build and create a 
world-class practice, which can deliver on its’ promise.  
Tier 2 reflects the price of the workshop and a modest contribution to our practice  
Tier 3 reflects a partial subsidy toward the price of your workshop and is intended for those with temporary or 
minor financial need.  
 
Please note that the stated prices are indicative, only – and can be adjusted to fit your specific circumstances 
or needs.  
 
We have specified our proposed pricings for small groups (< 50) . For larger audiences (>100) we are most 
pleased to agree on an appropriate price.  
 
All prices are in Euro.  
We would like our travel and 
accommodation paid in advance.          
2-day Course  

 
Module or Event (<1/2 day)  

On-line Reach-out (Skype Webinar or 
Call-In, < ½ day)  

Tier 1  8000 - Universities  
12000- Corporates  

3500  
6000  

1500  
2500  

Tier 2  2500  1500  600  
Tier 3  1250  500  250  
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Appendix E: Energy & Sustainable Development (Year 
2015) 

 
How are we going to live together and provide energy to all people of this 
world – reliably, sustainably, affordable, and in harmony? 
 
Year 2015 may be a Pivot Year in Energy Land. First of all, and at the end of 2015, we 
will experience the results of years' of climate change negotiations in Paris. Secondly, 
and in September of 2015, the UN is to agree and embark on a ground-breaking 
program of capacity and capability building in the realms of Sustainable Development. 
In both programs- Energy and the Energy Sector are crucial and vital element for its’ 
success.  
 
The world is craving for resources. Resource exploitation becomes ever more complex 
and costly. The future of resource exploitation is complex and will be difficult to 
improve or innovate.  
 
How do we stay out of trouble in a world where everybody wants to win or live 
abundantly - and in an industry sector which is reaching its’ limits of growth or is 
running towards scarcity or unsustainability?  
 
And not forgetting all the concerns with human live, health (in consuming the product) 
and our natural environment ("the great acceleration").  
 
However, and at the other side of the coin- attractive, new and powerful technologies 
and innovations have and are becoming available in the re-designs of our homes, cars 
and our economies (industries) and help us to transform our established energy 
architectures with more clean, distributed, efficient power generation and distribution  
 
Stewardship over the Energy Architecture20 in a global-, local- and corporate setting is 
a new and urgent business leadership role to learn . Well - that- and in a nutshell- is the 
Energy sector, today. 
  
Energy For One World focus and attention is to help and support leaders, decision 
makers and the energy professionals with the step-up and realization of the change 
challenges seen in the energy architectures.  
 
In September 2014, and at the UN SDSN/ICSDP conference in New York-  Adriaan Kamp 

                                                      
20

 From WEF/ Accenture: The energy architecture is an integrated physical system of energy sources, carriers 
and demand sectors shaped by government, industry and civil society.  
From EFOW: The energy architecture on location is a reflection of the socio-political, economic, ecological and 
business philosophies, leadership and interests exercised on location.   
The energy architecture in a country, region or global community is (ideally) to serve (the rise of, establishment 
of) thriving sustainable societies- making energy available, affordable and sustainable to all: balancing 
economic interests with that of society and nature. Here and there. Now and in the future 
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(Energy For One World) tabled and presented his proposal and plans for a fresh, 
hopeful and new-styled global outreach program which deeply connects with the post-
2015 Sustainable Development Goals and the deep de-carbonization project and is to 
help and assist with the directional change and agenda. 
 
- Education & Outreach 
- Performance Platforms: dream-teams for energy architecture development.  
 
Ref. New roles for business in the sustainable development agenda- UN SDSN…  
 
In February 2015- and in a follow-up, and on invitation of Dublin Trinity College, Kamp 
presented a first (education & outreach) module in a class of MDP students.- which has 
been well received.  A follow-up invitation has been made to extend these open 
dialogues world round (at Columbia/Trinity College affiliated universities). 
 
Over the same period- Energy For One World landed some first line of agreements with 
partners in 5 pilot countries for the creation and development of so-called 
“Performance Platforms”. 21 
 
With these (initial) agreements in place – the practice is ready and in it’s step-up in 
organization, outreach and performance deliveries. 
 
As such we invite XXX and XXX investors to be our launching customer and investor. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                      
21

 Dream-teams 

http://www.slideshare.net/wyakab/new-roles-for-business-in-the-sustainable-development-agenda-vs31
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Appendix F: A new Mind-set (Conscious Leadership) 

I was born in the Netherlands- and today I work and live in Oslo, Norway.  

Both nations have been ‘blessed’ with ‘happiness’ according to the ranking in UN’s world 
happiness report2223. Over my professional career I have travelled the world fairly if not 
extensively. I lived and worked abroad for over 20 years. 

Ideally, I want to live in a world where everybody has a chance to blossom, to be happy and 
at peace.  Where everybody can live or build a life of prosperity and abundance.  

Unfortunately, reality today in our world, is and- as you know - somewhat different. 

And as we hold this right ( this right of ‘happiness, peace and prosperity’) dear to our hearts 
and minds (in fact- this has been included in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights- 
adopted by the UN in 1948), we also like this to happen without doing any harm to nature, 
people, others - not here, there, now and in the future.  
 
Another way of saying this:  
We want you and me to fully enjoy our lives - whilst also taking care and respect of our 
society, our relationships, our economy, environment and planetary boundaries, now and in 
the future. 
But whilst we may seek to phrase the term "sustainability" as good as we can (and 
remember the great definition Mrs. Brundtland from Norway gave it 24) this has helped us 
only to go this and that far. 
 
As another truth is also out there:  

Whilst individual actions (or buying, consuming or manufacturing of goods and services, or 
e.g. arctic oil exploration or fracking for gas) may seem harmless, the aggregate 
unfortunately is not- or may not always be so harmless.  

 So we truly need to raise “our bar and our level of awareness” (on the individual level 
and in aggregate), and learn new human consciousness and mind-sets in our businesses and 
in our international relationships in order to sustain. How can sustainability be part of the 
economics? And even more importantly in modern times: How should economies be in 
order to ensure sustainability with nature and in our societies? What metrics or decision 
value and values do we need to embrace in order to steer our larger energy businesses (oil 
companies, utilities, energy corporations) and nations (such as XXX, China, US) towards a 
sustainable future? 

With these questions, I salute Professor Jeffrey Sachs - who has done and is doing such a 
remarkable and outstanding job in developing a scientific-responsible post-MDG 2015 
approach for doing just that. 
                                                      
22 Norway -Nr 2.& Netherlands -Nr 4-  ref.  UNSDSN World Happiness Report 2013. 
23 Both nations are not immune to the needs of this world and have most recently also been privy to some induced terror or 

terror threats from overseas 
24 Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future 

generations to meet their own needs."  
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Appendix G: The process of the Performance Platform 

The Hub will be staffed with a small, elite integrated dream-team and solely focussed on 

“building the bridges and hands-on program frames and solutions” between and for XXX  - 

allowing and facilitating the “rapid application and adoption of best practices”, the 

elevation of business performances and project definitions and working collaborations on 

smart cities, energy architectures, energy corporations, etc. etc. – whilst integrating the 

views and perspectives on location. 

 

Performance Platforms-
Business-, Government-, Society- and Academy/Science 

IDENTIFY &
ASSESS SELECT DEFINE EXECUTE OPERATEIDENTIFY &
ASSESS SELECT DEFINE EXECUTE OPERATE

•

 

 

Elevating the dialogues and conversations between the two sides to a more systematic and 

long-term program of operation- opposed to individual business-t-business or 

government-to-government point solutions. 

A dream-team25 helping XXX to succeed. 

                                                      
25

 Or practice 
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Helping there where relevant- to analyse, design, develop, change, implement or evaluate 

the systems, purposes, means, solutions and pathways “for stepping-up” in XXX and 

with/between (international) business and (local) needs. ’ 

Focus is just helping to succeed and realize the relevant (infrastructural) projects and 

energy architectures better.2627.  

Thanks to our dream-team and working approach: our practice is a place for inspiration, 

collaboration, can-do and rapid learning: supporting XXX and businesses to realize their 

own (best-in-class) capabilities and capacities for deliveries and innovation. 

The power of situating this centre in “NW Europe/ Norway-Oslo” is easy to understand. 

It’s a place of a new shared, committed and conscious leadership: of can-do, deliveries 

and resolve towards sustainable development. 

But without a political or change agenda beyond its walls. Our role is simply to serve. 

We are supported and will further invite key and important partners from Norway/ Oslo 

Region,  NW Europe (e.g. Germany, Dutch, Denmark) / USA (OECD)  and other 

international business partners/ institutes to be a supporting partner(s) of this initiative. 

A contribution to the Sustainable Development/Sustainable Energy 
agenda.: Helping to de-carbonize whilst building XXX’s society and 
economy. 

 
 The Hub already connects and works with the UN Sustainable Development Agenda, 

Academia (e.g. Columbia University, Trinity College, Oslo, Stanford, etc.) , Global centres 

of expertise and organisations (e.g. IEA, UN SE4All, WBCSD, World Bank, Global Compact) 

and Global Industry partners. It unlocks rapid learning and global best practices. 

Key focus of the Performance Platforms is to be inspirational to the energy 

professionals, decision makers and executives, on location.  

                                                      
26

 Think e.g. performances in the O&G, utility and/or power distribution on location: our dream-team will be 
able to support this staff and help to modernize or  succeed. 
27

 Some special benefits to the Host Country :  international staff & working places (dream-team), use of  

knowledge on energy use and distribution, to experiment with “smart city concept” as it is planned,  create 

new markets for architects, energy professionals, educators,  etc.  
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Performance Platforms- Roadmap 

• Round 1  

• Round 2

• Round 3

• Round 4

IDENTIFY &
ASSESS SELECT DEFINE EXECUTE OPERATE

IDENTIFY &
SELECT

FRAME & 

FORM

DELIVER

SCALE-UP

Scouting Phase. Identification of “key essentials and 
opportunities” that can make a sustained and 
meaningful program between the partners. 

Framing Phase: Projects Identified. Co-alition of the 
willing identified. Project- and Program 

engagements formation and Kick-off.
1ST Delivery Phase: Leadership over programs and 

change. Hands-on support in order to making it 
work.

Scale-up Phase: Reaping of benefits of good work 
done. Scaling –it-up to sustained impact and 
growth. New working habits and routines 
embedded.

 

The Hub will be of “such quality and form” that leaders of the National oil or energy 

companies feel welcome, a place where (governmental , energy and SME industry) 

leaders of XXX  love to connect with – as they can learn and elevate their ways of 

understanding and their means of  realizing and projecting better “energy architectures”. 

Thanks to our dream-team(s): the performance platforms will be a format which inspires, 

and initiate co-alitions of the willing, including rapid learning: building the capabilities 

and capacities for deliveries and boost performances. 

A hybrid and mix of  Chatham House and Hands-on Consultancy – on location-28 - but 

then continuous and focussed on Energy and Energy Architectures (as per our position 

paper).- with 360 Degrees listening tours, educational formats, events, round-tables, 

workshops, consulting, interventions, hands-on projects, investments,  etc. 

The beauty of this concept is that it can truly claim it’s domain as the centre “for and by” 

XXX and the international (energy) business building vibrant sustainable societies, and as 

such be seen as the “missing-link and bridging” platform for and by business.  

An additional benefit seen is that the various Performance Platforms 29are synergetic and 

allow for rapid learning, best practice sharing and opportunity creation cross-border, 

cross-silo’s and across the full value chain of the energy sector. As such- the Performance 

                                                      
28

 Stockholm 
29

 As part of EFOW , e.g., etc.  
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Platforms and this Consultancy Hub can truly become “new engines and new magnets” of 

growth and goodwill. 

The (concept) Performance Platforms are earmarked by UN SDSN/ ICSDP/ MDP as 

demonstrator projects- and we are invited to report back on progress and status at a 

working conference in New York, September this year. 
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UN SDSN- Sustainable Development Goals Post-2015 

Vision and Organization 

The scale of the global sustainable development challenge is 

unprecedented. The fight against extreme poverty has made great 

progress under the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), but 

more than 1 billion people continue to live in extreme poverty. 

Inequality and social exclusion are widening within most countries. 

As the world population is estimated to rise to 9 billion by 2050 and 

global GDP to more than US$200 trillion, the world urgently needs to 

address the sustainable development challenges of ending poverty, 

increasing social inclusion, and sustaining the planet, which must be 

underpinned by good public and private governance. 

Launched by UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon in August 2012, 

the Sustainable Development Solutions Network (SDSN) mobilizes 

scientific and technical expertise from academia, civil society, and 

the private sector in support of sustainable development problem 

solving at local, national, and global scales. We aim to accelerate 

joint learning and help to overcome the compartmentalization of 

technical and policy work by promoting integrated approaches to the 

interconnected economic, social, and environmental challenges 

confronting the world. The SDSN works closely with United Nations 

agencies, multilateral financing institutions, the private sector, and 

civil society. 

The organization and governance of the SDSN aims to enable a large 

number of leaders from all regions and a diverse set of backgrounds 

to participate in the running of the network while at the same time 

ensuring effective structures for decision making and accountability. 

The SDSN Leadership Council acts as the board of the SDSN. A 

smaller Executive Committee oversees financial, programmatic, and 

other operational matters. Twelve Thematic Groups involving experts 

from around the world lead the technical work of the SDSN. 

Members of the SDSN are part of the SDSN Assembly and can 

participate in National or Regional SDSNs. A small Academic 

Committee deals with issues relating to education and curriculum 

design. The SDSN Secretariat is hosted by Columbia University with 

staff in Paris, New York, and New Delhi. 
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A “step-up” working approach 
 
 
In relative simple terms, we propose a simple, innovative and effective process and step-up working approach 
– for the opportunity realization in the Consultancy Hub: 
 

Performance Platforms- Roadmap 

• Round 1  

• Round 2

• Round 3

• Round 4

IDENTIFY &
ASSESS SELECT DEFINE EXECUTE OPERATE

IDENTIFY &
SELECT

FRAME & 

FORM

DELIVER

SCALE-UP

Scouting Phase. Identification of “key essentials and 
opportunities” that can make a sustained and 
meaningful program between the partners. 

Framing Phase: Projects Identified. Co-alition of the 
willing identified. Project- and Program 

engagements formation and Kick-off.
1ST Delivery Phase: Leadership over programs and 

change. Hands-on support in order to making it 
work.

Scale-up Phase: Reaping of benefits of good work 
done. Scaling –it-up to sustained impact and 
growth. New working habits and routines 
embedded.

 
 
As we see it- and as we enter XXX- we seek the following natural steps for scaling-up our engagement and 
working interests: 
 
Round 1: Scouting Phase: Identify and Select   - (2 months) 
In this round we visit XXXX, carry out a meet – and greet and open conversation with our XXXX Partners and a 
first round of target customers and working partners. During this visit our team can present itself- and can also 
open the dialogue, position our platform and services- and open the space for some imaginative possibility 
thinking (Listening tour)  
 
In this phase we discern and find balance of ‘what is low-hanging fruit’ and what helps to create the impact 
and the opportunity frame we collectively see in building this performance platform. 
 
In any shape or form- and in our working visit- and further desk-top studies- we will (have to)  define some 
very concrete and specific working programs which are to be proposed and paid by our platform clients (in 
XXX, or International Partners) 
 
Deliverables: Scouting Report- including Visit reports,  Desk-Top Study- and Sales Proposals and 
recommendations. This business plan is further updated with enriched insights and identified opportunities. 
 
Phase 2: Frame & Form – (1-2 months) 
The first proposals are made. First customers landed. The specific co-alition of working partners (cross-border, 
cross-sector) within XXXX and International Partners secured.  Organisation set-up and working team engaged 
through our Consultancy hub, and program team-meetings are being held: framing the opportunity and 
preparing for kick-off. 
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Deliverabes: Project Opportunities Framed.-Secific workstreams, team/work agreed and kicked-off.  
 
Phase 3: Deliver (6- 12 months) 
Execution and delivery of programs. Building our customer intimacy and creating the team atmospheres of a 
true high-level integrated consultancy and project team : We are exceeding in our performances.  
Deliverables: Exceeding expectations. Within time, budget, delivery promise: A True Performance Platform. 
Monthly progress reports and learnings: creating new opportunities and openings. 
 
 
Phase 4: Scale-up – (from 2016 onwards- ) 

30
 

We succeeded our first rounds. We exceeded all our expectations and parties are ready for a step-up in 
Engagement. This can be the moment that we initiate the Finance & Investment Hub, attract and pass Round 2 
investment- and obtain the larger scale customers (e.g.regional state government, national and international 
corporates)  on-board: Hands-on Large-Scale Program Management, Energy master planning: energy and 
energy architecture/ transition projects (see Attachment B), etc. . National and International- and on behalf of 
XXX  and XXX customers. 
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Simple, Innovative and Effective Process Steps
Energy & Energy Architecture Development

OPPORTUNITY FRAMING DEFINITION OF PROJECT DELIVERY

IDENTIFICATION

OF STRATEGY, 

OPPORTUNITY ,

BEST PRACTICES FOR

PROJECT AND PLAN

GOALS AND TARGETS

STRATEGY

ORGANIZATION

EXECUTION 

GOOD GOVERNANCE

Integrating across multi-stakeholders and value-chains

CONTEXT- STRATEGY – ORGANISATION- EXECUTION: BUILDING CAPABILITIES AND SUCCESS

CELEBRATIONS ,SCALE-UP 

AND LEARNINGS

LEADING OVER MULTI-

STAKEDHOLDERS AND 

ACROSS VALUE CHAINS:

BUILDING CAPABILITIES

AND SUCCESS

CELEBRATING 

MILESTONES AND 

SUCCESS:

INSTILLING THE 

PRACTICE OF SCALED-UP  

CAPABILITIES AND 

LEARNING
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 Or earlier! 
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